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Cleopatra’s Isle, now known as Sedir Adası, is a tiny 
site, (1)---- an overall length of only about three and 

a half kilometres, situated in south western Asia 
Minor. It is believed that Cleopatra landed there and 
(2)---- fell in love with it. It is (3)---- believed that the 

unique sand of the little beach on it was brought 
from Egypt (4)---- her pleasure by Mark Antony. This 

sand is truly a special kind, described as resembling 
a silkworm’s eggs. This description is certainly 
accurate, for every sand grain (5)---- separate and 

distinct. 
 
1.) 

A) with    B) which    C) that    D) its    E) whose 
 
2.) 

A) carefully    B) always 
C) rarely         D) immediately 
E) repeatedly 
 
3.) 

A) yet B) sometimes C) already D) ever 
E) also 
 
4.) 

A) for    B) at    C) with    D) about    E) to 
 
5.) 

A) would have stood    B) stands 
C) was standing           D) had stood 
E) has stood 

Today’s tomatoes, peppers and other agricultural 
produce do not have the same nutritional value (6)--
-- the fruits and vegetables of 50 years ago. 
Recently, levels of protein and vitamins (7)---- by as 
much as 38%. A (8)---- reason is the new growing 

techniques. We are making plants grow bigger and 
faster but not better. (9)----, one piece of advice 

could be “Eat more fruit and vegetables to make up 
(10)---- the lower levels of protein and vitamins.” 
 
6.) 

A) as          B) like     C) more than 
D) such as E) so as 
 
7.) 

A) would drop      B) drop 
C) will drop           D) have dropped 
E) would have dropped 
 
8.) 

A) relative      B) likely    C) gradual 
D) previous    E) sensitive 
 
9.) 

A) Furthermore      B) Likewise C) Therefore 
D) On the contrary E) For instance 
 
10.) 

A) from     B) for     C) with 
D) at         E) by 

 

 
 
 

The rising price of fertilizers and chemicals has 
forced Sri Lankan farmers to return to traditional 
farming methods. ( 11) - - - - the country's Green 

Revolution in the 1960s and 1970s was taking 
place, 
farmers had already started moving towards ( 12 ) - 

- - - these products, all of which promised increased 
crop 
yields and enhanced productivity. Now, the British 
non-governmental organization War on Want is 
collaborating with local farmers to promote ( 13 ) - - - 

- 
agriculture and self-sufficiency by encouraging 
organic farming. The projects ( 14 ) - - - - new forms 

of mixed-cropping, composting, seed cultivation and 
other inexpensive farming practises. All surplus 
produce is sold at local markets, providing many 
families with much needed money (15 ) - - - - 

education and health care. 
 
 
11.) 

A) When       B) How C) Which 
D) Whereas  E) After 
 
12.) 

A) to be used    B) used       C)to use 
D) being used     E) using 
 
 
13.) 

A)  agreeable B  ) sustainable C)replicable 
D) available     E) describable 
 
14.) 

A) used to encourage     B)would encourage 
C)were to encourage      D)had encouraged 
E) encourage 
 
15.) 

A) for           B) in          C) over 
D)from         E) to 
 
16. )Campaigns to promote energy conservation 
have been around since the 1980s ----. 

A) so that there is still a long way to go before 
campaigners are satisfied 
B) because it is a problem that until now has been 
largely overlooked 
C) but it is only with the advent of global warming 
that the issue has really gained momentum 
D) just as the next step requires a great deal of 
detailed planning 
E) even though most industrialized countries have 
been strongly in favour of these campaigns 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

17.) Some comets have such long orbits ----. 

A) while some asteroids may be burnt-up comets 
B) in case they come from a region outside the 
Solar System 
C) since they are often visible from the Earth 
D) that they pass near the Earth only once every 
million years 
E) just as their dust tails stretch up to 10 million 
kilometres across the sky 
 
18.) Water softeners are particularly useful, ----. 

A) if you live in a hard-water area 
B) that they remove chemicals and improve the 
taste 
C) why London water is so hard 
D) since the water contained a greater 
concentration of calcium 
E) though electrical appliances require soft water 
 
19.) The personnel officer is looking for 
someone ----. 

A) that they are willing to do a great deal of 
travelling 
B) who has a real talent for organization 
C) until he finds someone who really is suitable 
D) since at present several positions are available 
E) whether they have the right qualifications 
 
20.) This is actually a camera ----. 

A) though it is roughly the same size as a credit 
card 
B) if only I could afford to buy it 
C)that unfortunately it doesn.t have a zoom 
D) since the shape was hardly recognizable 
E) as we have been wondering about which one to 
buy 
 
21.)  By the time Turner was thirteen, ----. 

A) his father, to whom he was deeply attached, was 
a barber in London 
B) his mother was a woman of violent temper who 
eventually went mad 
C) it was already agreed that he should become an 
artist 
D) he was never an artist who relied on his genius 
E) he has been called .the father of impressionism. 
 
22.) When the four-thousand-year-old tomb was 
finally opened, ----. 

A) the archaeologists had looked down into it in 
disbelief 
B) there seems to be nothing in it of any interest at 
all 
C) they have all looked at each other in amazement 
D) the most exciting find was a set of surgical 
instruments 
E) it would be a moment of unbearable suspense 
 
23.) ---- which was characterized by supreme 
self-confidence and great achievement. 

A) The bombing of Dresden was widely criticized 
B) Henry VIII was a typical Renaissance figure 
C) The Great Pyramids were built in an age 
D) The moon-landing gave rise to strange, new 
emotions 
E) This climbing expedition in the Taurus mountains 
was a complete failure 

24.) ---- because she has the ability to make her 
audience find wildlife as fascinating as she does 
herself. 

A) Such a development for the conservation of 
wildlife had not been expected 
B) The television offers a wide variety of career 
opportunities for people interested in wildlife 
C) The children didn.t know what to expect 
D) No one else could have presented the 
programme 
E) A young television presenter of wildlife is rapidly 
becoming famous 
 
25.) As the salaries are related to achievements, 
----. 

A) few people were interested in working here 
B) research at this institute is highly competitive 
C) all the applicants would have been confident and 
ambitious 
D) no one will have foreseen such a problem 
E) standards continued to be impressively high 

 

CEVAP ANAHTARI 

1. A 
2. D 
3. E 
4. A 
5. B 
6. A 
7. D 
8. B 
9. C 
10. B 
11. A 
12. E 
13. B 
14. E 
15. A 
16. C  
17. D  
18. A  
19. B  
20. A  
21. C  
22. D  
23. C  
 24. E  
25. B 

 


